# | Player       | Book                                                                 | Author                          | Age Group  |
---|--------------|----------------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------|------------|
42 | David Backes | The Bear Snores On Everyone Poops Mustache Baby Elmer                | Karma Wilson                    | Children   |
    |              |                                                                     | Taro Gomi                        | Children   |
    |              |                                                                     | Bridget Heos                     | Children   |
    |              |                                                                     | David Mckee                      | Children   |
37 | Patrice Bergeron | Put Me in the Zoo Harold & The Purple Crayon | Robert Lopshire                  | Children   |
    |              |                                                                     | Crockett Johnson                 | Children   |
33 | Zdeno Chara  | My Little Pony Books An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth           | Various Authors                  | Children   |
    |              |                                                                     | Col. Chris Hadfield              | Adult      |
46 | David Krejci | Open: An Autobiography                                              | Andre Agassi                     | Adult      |
47 | Torey Krug   | Holes                                                               | Louis Sachar                     | Young Adult|
63 | Brad Marchand | Winnie the Pooh                                                      | A. A. Milne                      | Children   |
73 | Charlie McAvoy | Hunger Games Trilogy                                                 | Suzanne Collins                  | Young Adult|
86 | Kevan Miller | The Animorphs Lone Survivor                                          | K.A. Applegate                   | Tween      |
    |              |                                                                     | Marcus Luttrell                  | Adult      |
    |              |                                                                     | Patrick Robinson                 |            |
40 | Tuukka Rask  | Good Night Moon                                                     | Margaret Wise Brown              | Children   |
8  | Cam Neely    | Eloise                                                              | Kay Thompson                     | Children   |
    |              | A Light in the Attic and Where the Sidewalk Ends                    | Shel Silverstein                 | Children   |
    |              | Goodnight Moon                                                     | Margaret Wise Brown              | Children   |
    |              | Olivia                                                             | Ian Falconer                     | Children   |
    |              | Z is for Zamboni: A Hockey Alphabet                                | Matt Napier                      | Children   |
    |              | Where the Wild Things Are                                          | Maurice Sendak                   | Children   |
    |              | The Home Team                                                      | Holly Preston                    | Children   |
    |              | Up the Creek                                                       | Nicholas Oldland                 | Children   |

To learn more about the Massachusetts Summer Library Program, stop by your local library or visit mass.gov/libraries
## Younger Readers (ages 4-8)

- **Body Check** by Robert Hirschfeld
- **Casey and Derek on the Ice** by Marty Sederman
- **Dino-Hockey** by Lisa Wheeler
- **Franklin Plays Hockey** by Sharon Jennings
- **H is for Hockey** by Kevin Shea
- **Hat Tricks Count** by Matt Napier
- **Molly Gets Mad** by Suzy Kline
- **Number Four Bobby Orr** by Mike Leonetti
- **My Leafs Sweater** by Mike Leonetti
- **Sam the Zamboni Man** by James Stevenson
- **That’s Hockey** by Dave Bouchard
- **The Brady Brady Series** – *Brady Brady and the Runaway Goalie; Brady Brady Makes a Mistake* by Mary Shaw
- **The Farm Team** by Linda Bailey
- **The Highest Number in the World** by Roy MacGregor
- **The Hockey Sweater** by Roch Carrier
- **The Magic Hockey Stick** by Peter Maloney

## Older Kids (9-12)

- **Cool as Ice** by Paul Mantell
- **Girls’ Hockey** by Chris Peters
- **How Hockey Works** by Keltie Thomas (non-fiction)
- **Kids Book of Hockey** by John Sias (non-fiction)
- **Mia** by Laurence Yep
- **Million Dollar Goal** by Dan Gutman
- **The Chicken Doesn’t Skate** by Gordon Korman
- **The Goalie Mask** by Mike Leonetti
- **The Matt Christopher Series** – *The Hockey Machine; Ice Magic; Roller Hockey Radicals; Penalty Shot* by Matt Christopher
- **The Wolfbay Wings Series** – 12 books beginning with Woodsie by Bruce Brooks

## Young Adults

- **Eleven Seconds** by Travis Roy
- **Finnie Walsh** by Steven Galloway
- **Iceman** by Chris Lynch
- **Open Ice** by Pat Hughes
- **Power Play** by David Halecroft
- **Pride on the Mount** by John Gillooly (non-fiction)
- **The Boys of Winter** by Wayne Coffey (non-fiction)
- **Willie O’Ree: The Story of the First Black Player in the NHL** by Nicole Mortillaro